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RESULTS ON CP VIOLATION FROM KTeV�Taku Yamanakafor the KTeV ollaborationOsaka University, Osaka, Japan(Reeived June 11, 2001)Fermilab KTeV experiments have learly established a diret CP vio-lation in KL ! �� deays, observed a kinematial CP violating e�et inKL ! �+��e+e�, set new upper limits on the branhing ratios of CP vio-lating KL ! �0`` deays. It has also measured form fators and branhingratios of rare KL deays.PACS numbers: 13.20.Eb, 13.25.Es, 11.30.Er, 14.40.Aq1. IntrodutionKTeV experiment at Fermilab onsists of two experiments, E832 to mea-sure the CP violation parameter, "0=", and E799 to mainly searh for CP vi-olating rare deays. The experiment is a ollaboration of Arizona, Chiago,Colorado, Elmhurst, Fermilab, Osaka, Rie, Rutgers, Sao Paulo, UCLA,UCSD, Virginia and Wisonsin. We had the �rst run in 1996�1997, and theseond run in 1999�2000.Figure 1 shows a plan view of the KTeV detetor. Kaons were produedby an 800 GeV proton beam that struk a 30 m long BeO target. Twoneutral side-by-side beams were de�ned by ollimators downstream of thetarget. Charged partiles in the beam were swept away by magnets plaedafter the ollimators. The partiles from kaons deaying in the deay volume,90 m�158 m from the target, were deteted by the detetor desribed below.The position and momentum of harged partiles were measured using aspetrometer onsisting of four drift hambers, two upstream and two down-stream of a dipole magnet. The magnet had a momentum kik of 400 (205)MeV/ for E832 (E799). Eah hamber onsisted of two orthogonal views(x and y), and had approximately 100 �m single-hit position resolution per� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (2171)
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Fig. 1. Plan view of the KTeV experiment.view. An eletromagneti alorimeter with dimensions of 1:9m� 1:9m and29 X0 in depth was used for photon detetion and eletron identi�ation.It was omposed of 3100 pure CsI rystals. The energy resolution of thealorimeter was below 1% averaged over the eletron energy range 2 to60 GeV. Muons were identi�ed or vetoed by sintillator planes loated be-hind a muon �lter whih was onstruted of a 10 m thik lead wall followedby three steel walls totaling 511 m thikness. Photons esaping from thedeay volume or missing the CsI alorimeter were deteted by the ten leadsintillator �photon veto� ounters. For E799 rare deay experiment, 8 Tran-sition Radiation Detetors (TRD's) were installed behind the spetrometerfor e=� separation. 2. "0="The CP violation found in 1964 [1℄ has been explained to be aused byan imaginary phase in K0�K 0 mixing. Among many theories, two havesurvived until reently. One is Superweak model whih assumes that thereis an interation whih hanges the strangeness by 2, and that this newinteration introdues a phase. Another is standard model whih brings aphase via quark mixing in a box diagram whih hanges K0 to K 0. One wayto distinguish these two theories is to look for CP violation in a deay itself(diret CP violation). For example, Superweak model annot ontributeto the deay K ! ��, sine this deay hanges the strangeness only by1. On the other hand, the standard model an introdue a phase in the



Results on CP Violation from KTeV 2173K ! �� deay via gluon or Z penguin diagrams. Therefore, Superweakmodel predits that there is no diret CP violation, while the standardmodel predits that there is diret CP violation.The diret CP violation an be searhed for by measuring a double ratio,R = � (KL ! �+��)=� (KS ! �+��)� (KL ! �0�0)=� (KL ! �0�0)= 1 + 6Re ("0="); (1)where "0 represents the size of diret CP violation, and " represents the sizeof CP violation in the K0�K 0 mixing.KTeV-E832 experiment measured the double ratio by using the two neu-tral beams. In one of the beams, a regenerator (bloks of sintillators) wasplaed to produe KS, and the other beam was left as a KL beam. Thedeays from the KS and KL beams were olleted simultaneously to anelvarious systemati biases. One of the largest systemati errors ome fromthe di�erene in the deay position distributions between KS and KL. Ifthe aeptane was not estimated properly along the deay position, thenthe number of KS and KL deays will be misestimated. The aeptane washeked by omparing the deay distribution between the data and MonteCarlo simulation for high statistis samples of KL ! �e� and KL ! 3�0deays.Based on 23% of the total data olleted in 1996�1997 run, we havepublished a result [2℄: Re ("0=") = (28:0 � 3:0(stat:) � 2:8(syst:)) � 10�4 1.This result learly established that the value is not zero, and it was onsistentwith an earlier result from CERN NA31 [3℄: (23:0� 6:5)� 10�4 , and CERNNA48 [4℄: (18:5 � 4:5 � 5:8) � 10�4. These results have learly rejeted theSuperweak model as a sole soure of the CP violation. KTeV is urrentlyanalyzing the rest of the data from the 1996�1997 run. We also took asimilar amount of data in 1999 with better detetor onditions to doublethe statistis and to have a better understanding of the systemati errors.3. Searhes for CP violating rare deaysAnother approah to understand the CP violation is to look for raredeays, suh as KL ! �0e+e�, KL ! �0�+�� and KL ! �0��. Thesedeays involve penguin diagrams whih are also sensitive to the imaginaryphase in the CKM matrix.1 In June 2001, we have announed a new preliminary result, Re ("0=") = (20:7 �1:5(stat:)� 2:4(stat:)0:5(MC stat:))� 10�4 based on the full data sample from 1996and 1997 run.



2174 T. Yamanaka3.1. KL ! �0e+e�KTeV-E799 experiment used two intense KL beams to look for KL !�0e+e� deays. After requiring two eletrons and two photons onsistentwith �0, and applying kinematial uts to redue bakground, we observed2 events in the signal region where 1:06 � 0:41 bakground events were ex-peted. The major bakground was KL ! e+e� deay, whih was esti-mated to be 0:91� 0:26 events. Allowing for the bakground and its uner-tainty, we set an upper limit B(KL ! �0e+e�) < 5:1 � 10�10 at the 90%C.L. [5℄, whih is one order magnitude better than the previous result.3.2. KL ! �0�+��Similarly, by requiring two muons and a �0, we observed two events inthe signal region for KL ! �0�+��, where 0:87�0:15 events were expetedfrom bakgrounds. The major bakground soures were KL ! �+��(0.373 � 0.032 events) and KL ! �+���0 with the two pion deays (0.252� 0.092 events). We set an upper limit B(KL ! �0�+��) < 3:8� 10�10 atthe 90% C.L. [6℄. 3.3. Radiative Dalitz bakgroundThe fat that we have observed radiative Dalitz deay bakground eventssuh as KL ! e+e� and KL ! �+�� indiates that the sensitivity tothe signal events will be statistially limited from now on. Sine the deayproduts of these radiative Dalitz deay modes are exatly the same as thesignal deay, and sine there are no missing partiles, the only handles toredue the bakgrounds are kinematial onstraints. In addition, even ifwe aumulate enough events to separate bakground events, we still haveto untangle ontributions from indiret CP violating amplitudes and CPonserving amplitudes. Thus the next main fous on the CP violating raredeays is KL ! �0�� deay mode.3.4. KL ! �0��The KL ! �0�� deay is aused by a Z penguin diagram with an inter-mediate top quark. In a simple piture, KL amplitude is mostly(K0 �K 0)=p2, and thus the deay amplitude of KL ! �0�� is :A(KL ! �0��) / A(K0 ! �0��)�A(K 0 ! �0��)/ V �td � Vtd/ Im (Vtd)/ � ; (2)



Results on CP Violation from KTeV 2175where � is the imaginary part of the CKM matrix in the Wolfenstein's pa-rameterization [7℄. The branhing ratio of KL ! �0�� is proportional tothe square of the amplitude, so thus to the �2. The theoretial unertaintybetween � and the branhing ratio is about 1�2%. Using the urrentlyknown standard model parameters, the branhing ratio is estimated to be(2:8 � 1:7) � 10�11 [8℄.We have searhed for the deay using the �0 Dalitz deay. Although thismethod loses the sensitivity by more than two orders of magnitude due toits small branhing ratio, it allowed us to determine the deay vertex andto measure the mass and the transverse momentum of the �0. We observedno events in the signal region, and set an upper limit B(KL ! �0��) <5:9� 10�7 with the 90% C.L. [9℄. We plan to ollet 100 events in the newexperiment alled KAMI, as desribed in my another talk.4. CP violation in KL ! �+��e+e� deaysThe KL ! �+��e+e� deay proeeds through KL ! �+��� with aninternal onversion of � to e+e� pair. There are mainly two mehanismsfor the KL ! ���. One is a Diret Emission (DE), where the � is emittedfrom the K�� vertex. The other is an Inner Brem (IB), where the � isemitted from an eletron line. The CP state is odd for DE and even for IB.The interferene between these two generates a CP -violating asymmetry inthe CP -odd and T -odd produt: (n̂ee�n̂��)� ẑ(n̂ee �n̂��) = sin� os �, wheren̂ee (n̂��) is the normal vetor of ee (��) plane, ẑ is the unit vetor in thediretion of the �� in the KL ms, and � is the angle between the ee and�� planes.Based on (1811 � 43) signal events, we observed a raw asymmetry,A = N+ �N�N+ +N�= (23:3 � 2:3)% ; (3)where N+ is the number of events with sin� os� > 0 and vie versa. Af-ter orreting for the aeptane, the asymmetry was [13:6 � 2:5(stat:) �1:2(syst:)℄% [10℄, whih is onsistent with a theoretial predition of 14:3�1:3% using the " and assuming CPT [11℄. This is the �rst observation ofCP violation in a kinematial distribution.In addition, we found that a form fator was required in the M1 vir-tual photon emission amplitude to math the observed E� = Ee+ + Ee�distribution. By inluding a form fator,F = ~gM1 "1 + a1=a2(M2� �M2K) + 2MKE� # ; (4)



2176 T. Yamanakawe measured a1a2 = �0:720 � 0:028 � 0:009GeV2=2 ;and j~gM1j = 1:35+0:20�0:17(stat:)� 0:04(syst:) :We have published [12℄ the branhing ratio B(KL ! �+��e+e�) =(3:2 � 0:6 � 0:4) � 10�7 based on one day worth of data. We reently ana-lyzed the full data sample from the 1996�1997 run using optimized uts andmeasured B(KL ! �+��e+e�) = (3:63� 0:11� 0:14)� 10�7 (preliminary),based on 1507.8 events. 5. KL ! �+��The M1 form fator was also measured by using the deay KL ! �+��,where a real photon is emitted. Based on 8669 events observed duringa fration of the KTeV-E832 run, we made the �rst diret measurement[13℄ of the KL ! �+�� diret emission form fator, inluding a1=a2 =�0:737 � 0:034GeV2. This result is onsistent with the result from theKL ! �+��e+e� deay desribed above. In addition, we have improvedthe normalized branhing ratio,B(KL ! �+��;E� > 20MeV)B(KL ! ��) = (20:8 � 0:3) � 10�3 ;and KL ! �+�� DEDE + IBbranhing ratio of 0:683 � 0:011.6. KL ! �(�) physisThe deays, KL ! e+e�, KL ! �+��, KL ! e+e�e+e� and KL !e+e��+�� are all related, sine they go through KL ! � or KL ! ��with � ! `+`�. These deays o�er information about the form fators,and other interesting physis.6.1. KL ! �+��Based on 9105 signal events, we measured B(KL ! �+��) = (3:70 �0:04�0:07)�10�7 (preliminary) based on 9105 signal events [14℄. In addition,a long-distane form fators aording to BMS models [15℄ was measuredto be �K� = �0:163+0:026�0:027 (preliminary) based on its branhing ratio and



Results on CP Violation from KTeV 2177the M�� shape analysis. BMS predit j�K� j = 0:25 � 0:05 and B(KL !�+��) = (4:11�0:18)�10�7 whih is 2.1� higher than the measured rate.Also, there is a 3� di�erene between the measurements of �K� betweenKL ! �+�� and KL ! e+e� [16℄.With the understanding of long-distane physis in KL ! �+�� wean help to set a limit on the CKM parameter, �. The branhing ratio ofKL ! �+�� deay, (7:15 � 0:16) � 10�9, is dominated by a ontributionfrom the deay with two intermediate real photons (7:00 � 0:18) � 10�9.The rest omes from a short-distane ontribution whih involves �, and along-distane ontribution with ��. Using the measured form fator andDIP model [17℄, we obtained � > �0:2 (90% C.L., preliminary).6.2. KL ! e+e�e+e�We observed 441 KL ! e+e�e+e� andidate events with an estimatedbakground of 4.2 events [18℄. We measured B(KL ! e+e�e+e�) = (3:72�0:18(stat:)� 0:23(syst:))� 10�8. We also measured an e�etive parameter,�e�K� = �0:14�0:16(stat:)�0:15(syst:) whih is the form fator by BMS [15℄with radiative orretions. We �tted the distribution of angle � between thetwo e+e� planes tod� (KL ! e+e�e+e�)d� / 1 + �CP os(2�) + CP sin(2�) :Ignoring CP violation, �CP = �0:20 and CP = 0 for an odd CP eigenstate.We measured �CP = �0:23 � 0:09(stat:) � 0:02(syst:), and CP = �0:09 �0:09(stat:) � 0:02(syst:). These results show that the deay predominantlyproeeds through CP odd K2 state.6.3. KL ! e+e��+��We observed 38 KL ! e+e��+�� andidate events inluding 0.18 esti-mated bakground events. The branhing ratio was measured to be B(KL !e+e��+��) = (2:50 � 0:41 � 0:15) � 10�9 (preliminary) [14℄. This on-�rmed our �rst observation based on one event, and the measurement [19℄B(KL ! e+e��+��) = (2:9+6:7�2:4)� 10�9. In addition, we set an upper limiton the lepton number violation, B(KL ! e�e�����) < 1:36� 10�10 (90%C.L., preliminary) based on null events in a signal region.7. SummaryTo summarize, Fermilab KTeV Experiment has learly established anexistene of CP violation in the deay proess itself, and rejeted Superweakmodel as sole soure of CP violation. We set new limits on the branhing
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